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Forget everything you  
know about conveyancing
Add more value for your clients with our conveyancing comparison tool 

Why us...? 
Radio silence is a thing of the past 
with over 20 years in the industry building 
relationships with our conveyancers. They 
are engaged and constantly monitored to 
ensure they meet service standards. 

We turn tomorrow into today by 
ditching the unnecessary paperwork and 
thinking digital. With DigitalMove platform 
your clients are onboarded immediately, in 
hours not weeks.

We turn walls into windows by 
letting you keep an eye on progress on 
DigitalMove, keeping you in contact with 
your conveyancer for full transparency. 

Right by your side every step of the 
way with dedicated account managers 
when you need a hand, supporting you  
to keep everything on track. 

Now all you have to do is start
comparing location, price and rating of our 
award winning conveyancers for free. We 
offer a no completion, no fee service.

What Our  
Customers Say...

D Mr D

Excellent service! 
The app works really well and  
communication from the team 
is superb. I’ve used a few of 
these online solicitor portals 
over the years but this one is 
by far the best. Would definitely 
recommend! Well done guys,  
and thank you!

Customer of DigitalMove GB

D Dave

DigitalMove intuitive and  
easy to use
Used DigitalMove recently and 
found it very easy and intuitive. 
The platform made things 
quicker…compared to my prior 
transactions with conveyancing 
firms over emails and basic 
document upload platforms.

Customer of DigitalMove GB
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